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He suppesed round seed shape as deminant trait.The character that appeared in F1

(First filial) was called the dominant character, while hidden character that made its

appearence in F2 was known as recessive character.                                                 
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 Law 
Law of segregation        Law of Dominance  

Law of independent assortment  

(Law of Dominance)  


          According to the law of dominance, different characters are controlled by units

called factors, factor occur in pairs, of a pair, one facter dominates the other.                                           





(Law of segregation)   
         In a heterozygote the dominant and recessive allele remain togather without

mixing with each other. The allele separate or segregate from each other during

gametogenesis, so that gamente recieves only one allele, either dominant or recessive. 
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(Law of independent assortment)  
 Two pairs of contrasting traits when followed in a cross, The alleles of one

  



pair assort independently wiht the alleles of other pair.                                                                                   
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 (1744......1829) Lamarck  

 Zoology 


A structural change in the body of an organism involving a deviation

from normal induced in the life time of an individual due to certain change in the

environment or in function i.e use or disuse of an organ                                                                                                                                             
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Therefore the basic  idea of lamarkism is the  D.N.A 

 inheritance of acquired characters which is wrong in terms of genetics. 
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